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Abstract: In recent years, the applications of rotorcraft-based unmanned aerial
vehicles (RUAV) have increased rapidly. In particular, the integration of bio-
inspired techniques to enhance intelligence in coordinating multiple Rotorcraft-
based Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (RUAVs) has been a focus of recent research
and development. Due to the limitation in intelligence, these RUAVs are restricted
in flying low altitude with high maneuverability. To make it possible, the RUAVs
must have the ability to avoid both static and dynamic obstacles while operating at
low altitudes. Therefore, developing a state-of-the-art intelligent control algorithm
is necessary to avoid low altitude obstacles and coordinate without collision while
executing the desired task. This paper proposes an Artificial Intelligence (AI)
based steering behavior algorithm that generates a smooth trajectory by avoiding
static and dynamic obstacles. The proposed method uses an obstacle detection
algorithm (ODA) and obstacle avoidance algorithm (OAA). An obstacle detection
algorithm is used to detect potential threats that fall in the course of flight while
reaching the desired target, and obstacle avoidance algorithms use the steering
behavior method to generate avoidance trajectory. A PC104 embedded board-
based HIL (Hardware in the Loop) simulation environment is developed to vali-
date the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm is evaluated by experiment-
ing with a variety of nontrivial scenarios involving static and dynamic obstacles.

Keywords: Steering behaviour method; hardware in the loop; obstacle avoidance
control; rotorcraft based unmanned aerial vehicle

1 Introduction

In recent years the usage of RUAVs to execute different applications has become increasingly important.
The small and flexible design has emerged as the most viable solution for the applications where human free
operations are required. Specifically, completing the assigned missions in a coordinated manner attracted
much attention nowadays. The usage of these vehicles was not only restricted to military applications.
However, it is also employed for civil based applications such as cooperative fire detection [1,2] terrain
mapping [3,4] autonomous sensor network assignment for intelligent city applications [5], Air quality
measurements [6], smart farming [7,8], search and rescue [9], bridge crack detection [10], smart farming
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[11], cooperative task execution [12], package delivery [13] and so on. In the applications mentioned earlier,
remote-based piloting is an option for largely open airspace. In the case of complex applications like terrain
mapping [14], more degree of autonomous behavior is the primary concern, where the RUAVs desire to fly at
low altitudes. RUAVs require flying even faster by group coordination, avoiding congested obstacles and
terrain-obscuration [15,16].

Due to their limited collision avoidance skills and public security concerns, these applications are still
too immature to permit aviation authorities for extensive deployment. Numerous critical technologies should
be investigated to ensure that RUAVs can reliably accomplish assigned missions, including collision
avoidance and group coordination under aviation legislation. The safety of RUAVs operating in public
airspace without human piloting remains a crucial concern. To significantly improve application diversity
while minimizing human supervision, the research community should focus more on group collaboration
and obstacle avoidance. A possible collision thread is activated if the sensing system verifies that the
obstacles are nearing the vehicle trajectory. The obstacle avoidance mechanism pauses the waypoint
navigation system’s current trajectory and generates a new trajectory to avoid probable obstructions. Once
potential obstacles have been avoided, the vehicle attempt to follow the planned path [17].

The critical operation of a RUAV when flying at a low altitude is to avoid the obstacle in which manual
control is not feasible for unpredicted scenarios. In the case of obstacle avoidance situations, the human pilot
should have required high skills to formulate the indefinable manipulation. It can be a significant challenge to
construct an algorithm that artificially emulates human behavior capabilities to achieve a similar level of
litheness and robustness without human operation. To mimic similar maneuverability without human
interventions is one of the most challenging tasks. Developing control algorithms that artificially emulate
human behavior is another challenge. Based on the environment information, the onboard control system
should spontaneously generate a motion command to evade the obstacles while maintaining the desired
path and coordinating with peer RUAVs.

In such context, this paper discusses the problem of detection and avoidance of static and dynamic
obstacle when the RUAVs fly along with other RUAVs. Therefore, in this work, two control algorithms
are addressed they are (a) Obstacle Detection Algorithm (ODA) and (b) Obstacle Avoidance Algorithm
(OAA). The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows

� The customized dynamic model for small-scale RUAV is developed and utilized for the simulation of
proposed algorithms.

� A two AI-based steering behavior algorithm is proposed. The obstacle detection algorithm detects the
possible static and dynamic threads that the falls in the trajectory of the RUAV. The obstacle avoidance
algorithm generates a Spatio-temporal trajectory that avoids both dynamic and static obstacles.

� The PC104 embedded hardware-based multiple RUAV HILS testbed is developed to validate the
proposed control algorithms.

The rest of the paper is broken out as follows: Section 2 summarizes the current research findings of
multi-RUAV obstacle avoidance and group coordination control, followed by Section 3, which describes
the RUAV platform guidance law design, Section 4, which presents the proposed multi-RUAV obstacle
detection, avoidance, mechanism for executing the desired mission tasks, and in Section 5 the simulation
platform for executing the desired mission tasks is briefed. In Section 6, the proposed algorithm is
validated with various scenarios. Section 6 discussed the conclusion and future directions.

2 Related Works

Intensive research has been carried out in the development of Multiple UAV obstacle avoidances and
group coordination control in the past decade. For instance, Yanh Huang et al. presented a Reynolds
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rule-based collision avoidance strategy for multiple self-organizing RUAV [18]. The method can organize the
flights in groups while the collisions are avoided in the desired path. The flocking optimization algorithm is
proposed and validated within the simulation environment to ensure a smooth trajectory. In [19], Pavel
Petrack used the Reynolds approach for decentralized swarms of RUAV without any communication
between the RUAVs or shared absolute localization. Khatib et al. [20] presented an artificial potential
fields-based obstacle avoidance algorithm in the real-time scenario. The obstacles are avoided by utilizing
the cumulative value of repulsive and attractive forces. The darknet-53 based deep learning approach is
prosed by Wang et al. [21] to detect the obstacle and generate the temporal trajectory to avoid it.

Borenstein et al. [22] demonstrated a real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm using the Virtual Force
Field method for mobile robots in which the attractive virtual force (VAF) is applied to the target. In
contrast, virtual repulsive force (VRF) is applied to the robot. Tab. 1 consolidates the various algorithms
proposed by the research groups across the globe.

3 Guidance Law for RUAV

3.1 Dynamic Model for RUAV

The dynamic model of the proposed small-scale RUAV is inspired from [30], which gives the simplified
expressions for the motion of a full-scale RUAV. The non-linear equations of motion for the proposed model
are presented in this section. Euler-Newton equations based on the law of conservation of linear and angular
momentum are derived from Eqs. (1) and (2).

Table 1: Summarization of UAV obstacle avoidance with group coordination methods

Author
[citation]

UAV type Range Control
mechanism

Physical
experiment

Agent
based

Decentralized Communication Localization
sharing

M. De
Benedetti
[23]

Not known - FL, FC,
CA

No Yes No Yes -

Thien-
Minh
Nguyen
[24]

Quadcopter Short LF, CA Yes No No Yes RD

Marcos
Felipe
Santos
Rabelo
[25]

Quadcopter Short GC, UGV,
CA

Yes No No Yes RD

Wan-ying
Ruan [26]

Fixed wing - FL, FC,
CA

No No Yes No -

Joongbo
Seo [27]

Fixed wing - CA, FC No No Yes Yes -

Yiming
Mao [28]

Quadcopter - CA No No No No -

Reagan L
[29]

Quadcopter Short S, CA Yes No No Yes PF

Proposed
work

Rotorcraft Long FL, GC, S,
LF, CA

No Yes Yes No GPS

Note: S-Swarming, FL-Flocking, FC-Formation control, CA-Collision avoidance, LF-Leader follow, GC-Group coordination, UGV-Unmanned
ground vehicle, Q-Quadcopter, RD-Relative distance, PF- Potential fields.
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where m denotes the vehicle mass and I represents the inertial tensor. F
* ¼ ½XYZ�T represents the external

forces acting on the RUAV center of gravity. M
* ¼ ½LMN �T denotes the external moments. To simplify the

computations, Euler-Newton expressions describing the RUAV rigid-body dynamics are changed into a
body coordinate system through kinematic principles given in Eqs. (3) and (4).

m _V
* þ mðx* � V

*Þ ¼ F
*

(3)

I _x
* þ ðx* � Ix

*Þ ¼ M
*

(4)

where V
* ¼ ½uvw�T represents fuselage velocities and x

* ¼ ½pqr�T denotes the angular rates represented in the
body coordinate system. Eq. (3) represented single-dimensional space. In the case of helicopter motion, six
degrees of freedom should be considered. Hence, the above equations will be expressed as six differential
equations mentioned in Eq. (5), which describe the vehicle’s translational and angular motion about its
three reference axes [30].X

X ¼ mð _u� rvþ qwÞ þ mg sin hX
Y ¼ mðruþ _v� pwÞ � mg sinf cos hX
Z ¼ mð�quþ pv� _wÞ � mg cosf cos hX
L ¼ Ixx _p� ðIyy � IzzÞqrX
M ¼ Iyy _q� ðIzz � IxxÞprX
N ¼ Izz _r � ðIxx � IyyÞpq

(5)

The mathematical expression representing the external forces and moments related to RUAV with
respect to its vehicle states and control inputs is derived from the above differential equation. In the case
of small-scale RUAV, the forces and moments exerted from the external sources comprise forces
produced through the primary and tail rotor, horizontal and vertical fin, aerodynamic forces from the
fuselage, and gravitational force. In this experiment, fins are not utilized. Hence, the fuselages and rotors
are alone considered.

Main rotor:

The thrust equation of the main rotor can be expressed using Eq. (6)

TMR ¼ qð�RÞ2MRðpR2ÞMRCTMR

CTMR ¼
1

2
aMRrMR

1

2
ðlzMR � k0MRÞ þ 1

3
þ 1

2
l2MR

� �
h0MR

� �
(6)

k0MR ¼ wiMR

ð�RÞMR

¼ CTMR

2gw

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2MR þ ðk0MR � lzMRÞ2

q
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lMR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2a þ v2a

p
ð�RÞMR

� lzMR ¼ wa

ð�RÞMR

The main rotor torque can be derived as in Eq. (7)

QMR ¼ qð�RÞ2MRðpR2ÞMRRMRCQMR

CQMR ¼
1

8
rMR 1þ 7

3
l2MR

� �
CD0MR þ ðk0MR � lzMRÞCTMR (7)

The main rotors flapping motions can be expressed as in Eq. (8).

se _a1s ¼ �a1s þ @a1s
@lMR

ua
ð�RÞMR

þ @a1s
@lzMR

wa

ð�RÞMR

þ . . .� seqþ AdLongdLong

se _b1s ¼ �b1s � @b1s
@lMR

va
ð�RÞMR

� sepþ BdLongdLong (8)

Tail rotor:

The expression for thrust equation and velocity component of the tail rotor is given in Eq. (9)

TTR ¼ mYdrdr þ mYvvTR

vTR ¼ va � lTRr þ hTRp (9)

While the tail torque is derived by

QTR ¼ qð�RÞ2TRðpR2ÞTRRTRCQTR (10)

Fuselage:

The rotor downwash is deflected through forward as well as side velocity in case of hover and low-speed
type of flight. The deflection generated opposes the movement. The expression for fuselage forces of small-
scale RUAV is given in Eq. (11).

Xfus ¼ � 1

2
qSxfusV1ua

Yfus ¼ � 1

2
qSyfusV1va

Zfus ¼ � 1

2
qSzfusV1ðwa � wiMRÞ

(11)

4 RUAV Obstacle Detection and Avoidance Algorithm

The UAV must forecast and prevent potential threads while maneuvering. In some situations, the
projected occurrence of obscurations can be prevented utilizing onboard data such as terrain height and
several well-known threads [12]. An anonymous obstacle may occur in real-time circumstances; the
algorithm should address these types of obstacles, even if they are small. This section provides an
overview of the proposed obstacle identification and avoidance methods developed as a part of point
navigation and guidance law.
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4.1 Navigation and Guidance Law

The obstacle avoidance system is built using guidance law and point navigation for RUAV reported in
[31]. Simulation-based flight control using an autonomous control algorithm is developed in [32]. The
proposed guidance law has the advantages of realigning the flight direction using a velocity vector
instead of using bank angle value indirectly. The bank angle represents a rotation of the lift force around
the velocity vector. The step-by-step procedure of point navigation guidance law is as follows:

Step1: Identify the future position concerning time depending upon the current position (xE,xn) and
velocity vector (us(t)). The current position and the velocity of the RUAVs is fetch sensor modules. The
location of the RUAVs future north and south (hpfe, hpfn) position is estimated using Eq. (12),

hpfe ¼ hxE þ usðtÞE
hpfn ¼ hxn þ usðtÞN

(12)

where xE, xn is the north and east location of the RUAV and us(t)E, us(t)N is calculated as

usðtÞE ¼ fus cos h sinwþ vsðsinf sin h sinwþ cosf coswÞ þ wsðcosf sin h sinw� sinf coswÞg
usðtÞN ¼ fus cos h coswþ vsðsinf sin h cosw� cosf sinwÞ þ wsðcosf sin h coswþ sinf sinwÞg (13)

where Vs is the velocity vector, Ws, Wp, Wt are the detection box center points for navigation.

Step2: If the projected future position distance is out of the boundary (dtube <d), then take a new future
target point (Wp). The boundary box dtube is assigned twice the size of RUAVs rotor blade.

kW!p � WS
�!k ¼ kP!c � WS

�!kþ kP!f � Pc
!k (14)

where Wp is the point located on the line which joins Ws point and Wt point.

In case of Wp value is in out of the specific line, utilize the Wt value as a target point value. d represents
the distance between ws and wt.

d ¼ kW!t � Pc
!k: sinðwleg � wvtwÞ (15)

Fig. 1 illustrates the navigation and control function diagram. The desired side velocity and forward
velocity is calculated using Eqs. (16) and (17) [33]

Vd ¼ Vsmaxð� sin sinw coswvtwÞ þ cos cosw sin sinwvtwÞ (16)

ud ¼ usmaxðcos cosw coswvtwÞ þ sin sinw sin sinwvtwÞ (17)

where usmax is the maximum value of forward velocity and vsmax is the maximum value of side velocity

The forward speed holding system is built using the control commands as mentioned in Eqs. (18) & (19)

dlon ¼ khðhcmd � hÞ þ kq:q (18)

dlat ¼ k[ð[cmd �[Þ þ kq:q (19)

The autopilot systems altitude value, as well as heading hold system, are attained with the help of the
command controls from the collective channel, and the rudder channel is expressed by Eqs. (20) and (21)

dcol ¼ kh:hcmd (20)

drud ¼ kw:wcmd (21)
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4.2 Obstacle Detection Algorithm (ODA)

Obstacles are structures that protrude from the flight path and cause RUAVs to collide. The ODA keeps
track of the precise geographical coordinates of obstacles likely to cascade along the RUAV path. The
navigation component effectively creates the flight path that the RUAV is directed to follow. The flying
path directions are preconfigured through the pathway points set up from Ground Control Station (GCS).
The starting position is referred to as a base, and the end position is mentioned as a target. The overall
pathway points associated from base to endpoint creates a trajectory path. When RUAV follows a
predetermined trajectory, ODA must identify any potential threats that are part of the predetermined
trajectory. Fig. 2 depicts the conceptual diagram of the obstacle detection process for autonomous RUAV.
The following is a step-by-step breakdown of the obstacle identification method:

Figure 1: Functional diagram of point navigation for RUAV

Figure 2: Conceptual diagram of obstacle detection process for RUAV
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Step 1: In the initial stage, ODA needs the familiarization of obstacle detection in the scanned area
covered by the sensors. If an obstacle is found in the scanned region, it should be tagged with all other
probable obstacles to be addressed in the future. According to Reynolds modeling theory, the length of
the detected box area is exactly proportional to the vehicle speed. The detection box length (ld) is
estimated through Eq. (22) as follows

ld ¼ ldmin þ Gs:Sl (22)

where ldmin represents the length of the minimum detected box,Gs is the current ground speed, and Sl denotes
the scan length.

Step 2: Probable collision detection is computed depending upon the future location of RUAV. The
future position Pf can be estimated using Eq. (23)

Pf ðtÞ ¼ PcðtÞ þ VcðtÞ (23)

where Pc and Vc represent the current position and velocity of RUAV.

Step 3: In the computation, any negative value of the barriers with respect to the future position must be
ignored. Fig. 3 depicts the omission of negative value falls in the perspective of x-coordinates.

Step 4: The proposed algorithm verifies whether the obstacle overlaps on the detected box or not. This
condition is achieved by extending the obstacle’s coverage radius to half of the detected box width, also
known as the Expanded Bounding Radius (Ebr). The obstacle falling within the bounding region is
calculated by the condition “if y � ExpandedBoundingRadiusðEbrÞ"then there may be a chance of collision.

Step 5: The remaining obstacles are eliminated, and the intersection test takes into consideration of
possible colliding obstacles. The goal of this test is to identify the closest obstacle to which RUAV
control must pay attention. As illustrated in Fig. 2, this condition may be obtained by computing the
intersection points closure to the RUAV. The obstacle (Pi) is denoted with circle coordinates as (Cx, Cy).
The intersection points (ðbOx1; bOy1Þ; ðbOx2; bOy2Þ) are computed using the following expressions.

bOx1 ¼ D:dy � SgnðdyÞdx
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2d2r � D2

p
d2r

(24)

Figure 3: Functional diagram of obstacle detection algorithm for RUAV
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bOy1 ¼ m:bOx1 þ c (25)

bOx2 ¼ D:dy þ SgnðdyÞdx
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2d2r � D2

p
d2r

(26)

bOy2 ¼ m:bOx2 þ c (27)

where the function of sgnðxÞ is expressed as sgnðxÞ ¼ �1 forx, 0
1 otherwise:

	
Where the other function with respect to the Eqs. (24)–(27) is derived as D ¼ n1 n2

e1 e2

���� ���� ¼ n1e2 � n2e1,

dr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2x � d2y

q
, m ¼ dy

dx
, and dx = n2 − n1, dy = e2 − e1

Step 6: Line intersection can be achieved with

D ¼ r2d2r � D (28)

The center of a circle can be calculated as

c ¼ e1:n2 � e2:n1
n2 � n1

(29)

Step 7: The closest intersection point is calculated based on line intersection test. The lesser the value of
“Pi” is the closest obstacle. Then the obstacle should be considered for avoidance.

Step 8: The nearest obstacle, “Pi” is noted for future examination, while the remaining obstacles are
disregarded. Finally, the “Pi” value, which is designated as a low positive number, should be evaluated
for the obstacle avoidance algorithm.

4.3 Obstacle Avoidance Algorithm (OAA)

The goal of OAA is to find potential intersection points and compute the angle at which RUAV should
avoid them. Two types of forces, lateral and braking force, must be controlled to implement this algorithm
[34]. The algorithm is expressed as following steps:

Step 1: Initially, potential intersection points are obtained from ODA. The angle at which the target must
be reached is determined and compared to the current angle.

Step 2: The distance between the RUAV’s future position and the obstacle is calculated. The lateral force
should be generated to steer the RUAV to avoid the obstacles based on the following condition. “The smaller
the distance, the stronger the lateral force.” The lateral force is calculated in Eq. (30)

Lf ðtÞ ¼ ðri � CyÞ:MxðtÞ (30)

MxðtÞ ¼ ld � Cx

ld
(31)

where ri represents the closest intersecting obstacle radius, Cx, Cy is the x, y coordinates of the center of the
circle.

Step 3: The braking force is calculated to slow down the RUAVs when the potential obstacles are
cascaded along the desired path. The braking force Bf is related to the distance between the RUAV and
the obstacle. Braking force is calculated as follows
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Bf ðtÞ ¼ ðri � CyÞ:Bw (32)

where Bw denotes the breaking weight.

The obstacle avoidance and navigation control law run in parallel. When an obstacle is detected, the
OAA algorithm generates braking and lateral force. The navigation control seeks to achieve the target by
altering the local pathway points after the obstacle has been overcome.

The following expressions are used to calculate the distance between the obstacle and the RUAV.

dmtr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2n þ d2e

q
(33)

where de = (hpfn −Cxi), dn = (hpfe −Cyi)

Desired angle (ψd) is calculated through Eq. (34)

wd ¼ tan�1 dn
de

� �
e½�p; p� (34)

The avoidance trajectory and pathway-points as depleted in Fig. 4 are computed using Eqs. (35)–(40).

xi ¼ coswdhpfn þ sinwdhpfe (35)

yi ¼ � sinwdhpfn þ coswdhpfe (36)

Utilizing hpfn and hpfe which is derived in Section 2

WPix ¼ kyiðdmtr þ rÞk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1:0

ðyiÞ2 � ðdmtr þ rÞ2
s

(37)

WPiy ¼ kxiðdmtr þ rÞk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1:0

ðxiÞ2 � ðdmtr þ rÞ2
s

(38)

WPin ¼ coswd:WPix� sinwd:WPiyþ hpfn (39)

WPie ¼ sinwd:WPixþ coswd:WPiyþ hpfe (40)

5 Multiple RUAV Experimental Testbed Using HILS

The proposed algorithms are tested in two stages. In the first stage, testing is done for static obstacles,
and then the testing is performed for both static and dynamic obstacle conditions. The most effective
technique to implement an embedded system under real-time testing conditions is integrating it into a
real-plant model. Due to cost constraints, the system is sometimes unable to be validated in a real-time
setting. HILS is one of the most feasible techniques to validate the control system’s performance [35].
The proposed system utilized PC104 based xPC target [32]. The real-time multi RUAV HILS system
testbed is exemplified in Fig. 5.

The general block diagram of the multiple RUAV HILS for the autonomous system is illustrated in
Fig. 6. The proposed multi RUAV HILS system is the extension of our previous research, which is
detailed in [31]. The system consists of 4-independent subsystems: flight Gear, autopilot embedded
computer with QNX, Ground Control Stations (GCS), and plant model (6 DoF simulator). The flight gear
comprises of sensor data emulator and flight visualization computer. Simulation library in bridging
applications is used to link with FlightGear and then connect to PC104 board, emulating outputs and
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inputs acquired from the RUAV model. Output from the RS232 of the Flight control computer (FCC) is in
packed binary format which is similar to the packet produced by the dynamic model and FlightGear and also
receives output commands from GCS. The plan model utilise the model proposed in Section 3. This setup
mimics the real-time testbed of the rest of the system components. FlightGear transfers the raw data to the
FCC. The data communication between the modules are multiplexed and in international system of units
[36]. HILS bridging module converts the data before passing them to the PC104 board. Similarly, the raw
data format of the HILS Bridge transmits the normalized locations of RUAV dynamic plant models, and
the control surface position acquired from the PC104 board is in this format [37].

Figure 4: Conceptual diagram of obstacle avoidance based and waypoint generation

Figure 5: (a) Hardware setup of hardware-in-the-loop testbed for multiple RUAV (b) Autonomous RUAVs
flying in flight gear environment
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6 Experimental Results and Analysis

The performance of the proposed algorithms is validated with the proposed multiple RUAV HILS
platform in two phases. In the first phase, a single RUAV is used to check the single and multiple static
obstacles. On the other hand, multiple RUAV test beds are utilized to test static and dynamic obstacles in
the second phase. The accomplished results based on the simulation setup are presented in this section.

Figure 6: Hardware setup of HIL simulation for multi RUAV system
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6.1 Test Results of Static Obstacles

The RUAV in the first phase flies in an anticlockwise direction to reach each pathway point and then
return to its original starting position. The altitude consider for this simulation is 10 meters. Different
sizes of obstacles are purposely placed in the center of the flying zone in this simulation study to validate
the proposed algorithm. The ODA should recognize the obstacles, and OAA should compute the
trajectory in order to avoid them and reach the desired destination. Fig. 7a shows the RUAV avoided the
single static obstacle placed at (0, 35) coordinates with the size of 2.5 meter intelligently.

In the second experiment, the RUAV needs to fly in an anticlockwise manner to reach the designated
pathway points and return to the target location. The obstacles of various sizes are purposely placed in
the center of the flight trajectory. The ODA and OAA should identify the precise size of the obstacles and
calculate a trajectory to reach the intended target location while avoiding the obstacles as efficiently as
possible. In this simulation study, three different types of obstacles are placed to validate the performance
of the proposed algorithm. The coordinates of the obstacles are (30, 10), (0, −30), and (0, 40), with
obstacle sizes of 4, 3.5, and 6 meters respectively. The simulation results reveal that the proposed
algorithm smoothly avoided the obstacles of various sizes, as shown in Fig. 7b. The various types of
trajectory generated at the time of course of flight are illustrated in Fig. 8.

6.2 Test Results for Multiple Static and Dynamic Obstacles

The proposed algorithm is then evaluated for both static and dynamic obstacles in the second phase. In
this phase, two RUAVs are utilized; RUAV1 flies clockwise and RUAV2 flies in an anticlockwise direction.
Multiple static obstacles with different sizes are placed in the RUAV’s desired path. From Fig. 9 it is observed
that the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The algorithm smoothly avoids both the static and dynamic
obstacles while in the course to reach the target. The various types of trajectory generated at the time of
course of flight are illustrated in Fig. 10.

Figure 7: (a) OAA with single static thread, (b) OAA with multiple static threads
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Figure 8: Trajectory generated during the course of flight for multiple static obstacle (a) RUAValtitude (b)
RUAV yaw rate (c) RUAV pitch angle (d) RUAV roll angle

Figure 9: OAA with multiple static and dynamic threads
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7 Conclusion

In order for RUAVs to function properly, they must first identify and avoid obstacles in their flight path,
as well as prevent colliding with each other. Robust unmanned aerial vehicles (RUAVs) require a high degree
of flexibility to react to changing environments along their flight route. A steering behavior algorithm based
on artificial intelligence is used in this work to address the issues and obstacles encountered by the RUAV
when responding to both static and dynamic obstructions along its flight trajectory path. For the purposes of
this investigation, both obstacles have been intentionally placed in the flight route to test if the proposed
algorithm can recognize and avoid them while using the bare minimum of computational resources
during the flight. The proposed technique is implemented on a PC104 integrated board running the QNX
real-time operating system, and the results are demonstrated and proven in the HILS simulation environment.
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